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SCHAEFF HSM 41 AND HS 40D WALKING EXCAVATORS: OBSERVATIONS 

Introduction 
In May 1997, FERIC observed demonstrations of Schaeff 
H S M 41 and HS 40D Walking Excavators on a site at 
MacMillan Bloedel Limited's Cameron/Franklin Division 
near Port Alberni , B . C . Schaeff excavators are 
manufactured in Germany by Karl Schaeff GmbH & Co., 
and are distributed in western North America by Horizon 
Equipment and Construction, Inc. of Buxton, Oregon. 
They are designed to work in rough terrain where 
conventional wheeled or tracked machines caimot operate, 
such as in areas with unstable or steep slopes (up to 
100%), on mountainous terrain, in swamps and creeks, 
and on river benches. Potential forestry applications for 
these machines include stream and gully rehabilitation, 
road deactivation, right-of-way maintenance, and logging. 

Machine Description 
The Schaeff H S M 41 and HS 40D have many design 
features in common. Both excavators are equipped with a 
walking leg imdercarriage consisting of four independently 
adjustable legs. This feature permits the excavators to 
maneuver over objects 1.5 m high and work in water up 
to 2 m deep. Each front leg is 2.5 m long when fiilly 
extended. When both front legs are spread and fully 
extended, the excavator can achieve a maximum width 
of 5.5 m. The rear legs are equipped with low-pressure 
tires, while the front legs have metal pads. 

The upper structure is mounted on a turntable with 360° 
rotation, and the boom has a reach of 8 m. Schaeff 
excavators have a Knickmatik® feature which allows the 
boom to pivot to the right or to the left, providing a lateral 
boom displacement of 1.22 m. This feature effectively 
increases the excavator's working area without requiring 
the operator to move the machine. Both models can be 
operated with biodegradable hydraulic oils. The cab is 
sound-insulated with full-vision safety-glass windows. 
The seat is hydraulically cushioned and is adjustable to 
the operator's weight. Various attachments are available 
for these machines: 5500-kg winch, hydraulic thumb, 
60-cm-wide trench bucket, 120-cm-wide bucket, 60-cm 
by 60-cm spike pads, and bolt-on street pads. 

The Schaeff H S M 41 excavator has a 53-kW engine, 
weighs 9000 kg, and has a lifting capacity of 1.5 t at 
full boom extension (Figure 1). The increased horse-

Figure 1. Schaeff HSM 41 Walking Excavator. 

power and hydraulic output of the H S M 41 allow this 
machine to be equipped with a heavy duty brush-cutter 
for mulching. A tree processing attachment is also 
being developed. The rear legs are equipped with 
hydraulically driven wheels, and when rubber-tired 
wheels are attached to the front legs, the excavator can 
attain speeds up to 6 km/h on a smooth road surface. 
The front window is equipped with pneumatic spring 
cylinders, and can slide up and under the cab roof. The 
H S M 41 has a retail price of Can$300 000. 

The Schaeff HS 40D excavator has a 38-kW engine, 
weighs 6980 kg, and has a lifting capacity of 1 t at full 
boom extension. The rear legs have non-driven, free-
rotational wheels. The front window is designed to slide 
down and out of the way. The HS 40D has a retail price 
of Can$200 000. 

Site Description 
FERIC observed the two excavators near Port Alberni on 
Vancouver Island. The site was in the very dry maritime 
Coastal Western Hemlock (CWHxm) ecosystem, and 
was harvested by M a c M i l l a n Bloedel Limited's 
Cameron/Franklin Division in 1994. Some stumps were 
present. Slope was measured at 63%, and a small creek 
intersected the foot of the slope. 

Observations 
The owner of the H S M 41 transported his machine in a 
dump truck, while the owner of the HS 40D transported 
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his on a flatdecic truck. The operator performed a series 
of steps to move the Schaeff excavator. First, the operator 
swung the cab forward to face the front legs, and extended 
the boom forward, pushing the bucket down on the 
ground. In this position, the machine was stable, allowing 
the operator to lift the front legs. In the case of the 
H S M 41, the hydraulically powered rear wheels drove 
the machine forward, towards the boom. With the HS 40D, 
non-driven wheels mounted on rear outriggers rolled 
forward as the boom was retracted. Lastly, the boom was 
lifted and the front pads were lowered to die ground. This 
sequence of steps allowed the H S M 41 and HS 40D to 
travel distances of 4.5 and 3.5 m, respectively. 

FERIC observed the HSM 41 descend a 63% slope with little 
difficulty and with minimal site disturbance. The HSM 41 's 
four stabilizers kept the cab level on the steep grade. Both 
excavators were able to lift large logs and rotate the cab 
360° with ease; as well, they were able to maneuver over 
large obstacles (Figure 2). FERIC also observed both 
excavators remove debris from a small creek, while 
maintaining machine stability and minimizing site 
disturbance. 

Both contractors had recently acquired their machines 
and were thus unable to provide productivity rates. The 
contractors' one complaint about the equipment was lack 
of space in the cab. 

Conclusion 
The Schaeff H S M 41 and the HS 40D Walking 
Excavators have applications on steep slopes and in 
aquatic ecosystems. Their designs allow them to access 
areas that conventional forestry equipment cannot. 

Information 
The information contained in this report is based on lim
ited field observations and is only published to dissemi
nate information to FERIC member companies. It is not 
intended as an endorsement or approval by FERIC of any 
product or service to the exclusion of others that may 
be suitable. More information may be obtained from: 

Lou Davidson 
Horizon Equipment & Construction, Inc. 
49970 N.W. Pongratz Road 
Buxton, Oregon 
97109 
Tel.: (503) 324-1333 
Fax: (503) 324-1013 

Brad Berry (HSM 41) 
J.W. Berry Trucking 
4586 Glen wood Drive 
Port Albemi, B.C. 
V9Y4P8 
Tel.: (250) 724-4912 
Fax: (250) 724-4989 

Lenard Masson (HS 40D) 
Nu Creek Developments 
RR #2, Box 58 Summerset 
Nanoose Bay, B.C. 
VOR 2R0 
Cell: (250) 741-7790 
Tel./fax: (250) 468-9228 

Nini Long, B.Sc. 
Harvest Engineering 

Figure 2. Schaeff HSM 41 maneuvers over large debris. 
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